New Range of Reflective Tapes for Industrial Workwear

When compared with household washing, industrial laundering uses 52% less primary energy. With this statistic comes a need for reflective tape which is able to withstand these strong industrial cleaning processes. ORAFOL’s high performance tapes have superior durability and performance even after tumble and tunnel dry finishing.

Reflexite® GP370 and Reflexite® GP870 are prismatic tapes which both offer unbeatable night time visibility in all weather conditions. Reflexite® GP090 is a glass bead tape which provides an economical alternative to prismatic technology.

For more information on our i-wash range click here

New Look for ORAFOL

March 2012 saw ORAFOL launch an updated and contemporary visual look for all marketing materials. The company has a new style for all brochures and visual aids and are working on a completely revamped website.

All of the marketing materials now include all relevant information for both the ORALITE® and Reflexite® product ranges. This new graphic look further marks the expansion of the company.

For more information, contact us!

Intertraffic Amsterdam 2012

The Intertraffic show took place from the 27th to the 30th of March in Amsterdam. We exhibited at the show with a 150m² stand. The show formed the official launch not only of a new corporate look for ORAFOL, but also the official launch of the HIP Grade.
Interest in the product range over the 4 days was amazing and the stand was really buzzing with activity. On the stand we also had the new UV Traffic Sign Printer from Sigmajet, with live printing demos on the HIP film. Thanks to everyone who came to visit us!

To view our Traffic Control brochure online click here